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Parent-Child engaging experience
Spending quality time with your child helps building bonds of attachment and security.
The program adopts competence through observation, reflection, reasoning and problem solving with the
most intriguing instrument which is unique to each of your kids- THE BODY.
“ By doing this activity along with my kid we got to spend a lot of time together and explore many things
at home by observing them ”
- Parent of P Ruthwil Reddy, (UKG)
“ Firstly, let me thank you for introducing GAIT activity to children .The activities that are being taught to
them are having a real good impact both on the child’s body language as well as on a psychological
perspective. My child can express her thoughts in a very impressive and appealing way. Her body
gestures have changed too. Thought process has changed and developing finely.
Thank you once again ”
- Parent of M Sri Nidhi Sanjana, UKG
The GAIT program is a creative movement framework built from the elements of dance and theatre.

Johnson Grammar School in partnership with GAIT thanks you for
supporting us mould a confident and creative individual of tomorrow!

